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PICTORIAL FOR
FULTON DEBATES
REORGANIZATION OF ATTENDANCE LOW FOOTBALL PLAYERS
JUNIOR WEEK THE MILITARY CLUB AT JUNIOR SODALITY GIVE JUNIOR SHOW
THE KELLOGG PACT
In pursuance of its policy of debating questions of timely interest the
Fulton Debating Society last week
held a discussion on the Kellogg
Peace Pact, which was recently
passed by the United States Senate
and signed by President Coolidge in
the presence of these dignitaries,

Vice-President Dawes and the members of the Cabinet. Strange to say
the members of the Fulton felt that
this pact would not be for the best
interests of world peace, both on the
merits of the debate as presented by
Messrs. Wells, Maffeo, Leary and
O'Brien, all of Junior, and on the
merits of the question itself.
Maffeo First Speaker
The debate was opened by Nicholas
Maffeo, well known as an actor and
in French circles. In a carefully prepared address he based his contention
that the Kellogg Pact would promote
world-wide peace because of the fact
that it aroused a feeling of good-will
among nations, without which any
documentary agreements regarding
peace are valueless. He also stressed
the moral binding force of the pact.
The sound logic of the oration and
the master rhetorical flourishes contained therein caused the audience to
applaud Mr. Maffeo vigorously.
Leary Continues
After the previous gentlemen had
concluded, Mr. Robert Leary arose to

Opportunity for the "Ad"
Seekers; Large Commissions
Given
O'CONNOR EDITOR
The Junior Week Pictorial, which is
being edited by Neil O'Connor, will be
on sale a week from Friday. Mr.
O'Connor expects that there'll be
thirty pages in the issue.
There will be a souvenir cover on
the front page drawn by a prominent
artist. The class history and many
editorials will constitute the reading
matter.
An aerial view of the college taken
this past Fall will be the frontispiece.
There will also be many interesting
and humorous cartoons as well as pictures of the members of the Junior
Week Committees and the outstanding athletes in the college.
A program of the musical comedy,
"Breaking Training," will also be
listed in the contents.
Jack Hayes and Ed Kearns are aiding Mr. O'Connor with the work on
the publication. The cuts, stories and
other arrangements are nearly complete, but there is one big problem
facing the Junior Pictorial Committee
and that is the matter of advertising.
The rates are forty dollars for a

advance the first arguments in behalf
of the negative side of the case. Mr. full page, twenty for a half, twelve
Leary devoted his first few minutes for a quarter and six for an eighth.
These rates are the lowest in many
to refuting some of Mr. Maffeo's aryears, but still advertising salesmen
guments and then proceeded on with
his main speech, which was very among the Junior are few and far becleverly done. He stressed the points tween.
Advertising is what puts the Junior
that the peace pact violated many of
the now existing neutrality treaties Book over, and unless some of the
and that many of the smaller nations boys get busy there'll be a financial
signed merely to gain the favor of deficit.
the larger nations.
There's a fifteen per cent commisHonor the Binding Force
sion on every ad dispensed with, and
Mr. Nicholas J. Wells then gave the there's a good week's pay in it for any
concluding positive arguments for the young man who wants to go out and
negative side. In a speech which sell a proposition that's far from beshowed his literary ability as well as ing a hard one.
his forensic powers, Mr. Wells
Anybody who wants to collect
claimed that the Kellogg Pact was for money enough to buy his ticket to
the best interests of world peace bethe Pi-om can see Neil O'Connor at
cause it made honor its binding force The HEIGHTS office, get some conand because it contained no penalties tracts and go out and talk a bit.
for its violation. For the first time
since the days of the Roman Empire
it has made war a state of non-peace,
instead of peace being a state of nonwar as was formerly the case. The
bits of humor inserted from time to
time in Mr. Well's discourse made it
one of the most interesting of the
afternoon.
Contestants for Gargan
O'Brien Orates
The gentleman who next spoke was
Medal to Be Selected
perhaps the best speaker of the day
Soon
and shows great promise for future
public debates. In a calm and collected manner Mr. O'Brien proceeded
Due to the fact that the Marquette
to lay before the house his views on has scheduled debates in the near
this all-important question. After future with Brown, Fordham and
Holy Cross College the trials for the
spending a few moments in refutation he stated that the Kellogg Pact members of these teams were run off
was not conducive to international last Tuesday, January 15th. The
trial speeches were conducted in the
peace because of the fickleness of
public opinion on which it is based Fulton Room. Each aspirant for the
and because of the trickery used in team spoke for five minutes on many
debatable
obtaining its passage in many counsubjects, varying from
prohibition to the benefits of fratertries. This speech concluded the arguments of the negative.
nities at Boston College.
Mr. Nicholas Maffeo then arose
The judges were Rev. Fr. Keyes,
and in a fiery burst of eloquence and S.J.; Mr. Ford, S.J., and the modargument proceeded to cast at his erator, Mr. Murray, S.J. These revfeet many of the oppenents' superends adjudged the speakers on
posedly strong arguments.
three points: presentation, logic and
Proposed Amendment Rejected
elocution.
Following the regular debate the
First Debate with Brown
society devoted itself to the discusThe first outside debate will be
sion of an amendment to the constitution proposed by Mr. Leo Moran, versus Brown. It is to be held on
Feb. 22 in the Assembly Hall and is
'30, with regard to appointing a Pubrestricted to members of the Freshlicity Director to care for the pubman class. The subject to be dislicity needs of the Fulton. After
cussed
is: "Resolved, That important
and
pro
talk
both
con
the
much
amendment finally failed of gaining waterpower resources, not already in
the necessary two-third's vote by a private hands, be controlled and
mere two votes. This period devoted maintained by the state."
to miscellaneous business has come to
The Marquette will uphold the afbe the most interesting part of each firmative side of the question. Those
week's meeting, for hardly a session that have been chosen are Peter
passes by without some amendment Quinn, Rogers and T. Quinn, who
necessarily are of the Freshman
or other being offered for consideration. This is indeed a healthy state class. It is naturally understood that
of affairs, showing the great interest these men have not been named in
of the members in the society.
order of their respective merits.

MARQUETTE TO
DEBATE BROWN

MUCH INTEREST SHOWN
During the last few weeks there
has been much ado in Military Club
circles with regard to the promotion
of marksmanship activities among the
students of the college. Much correspondence has been carried on by the
officers of the club with officials of the
National Rifle Association in Washington, D. C. Upon advices received
from those quarters, a separate and
independent department of the Military Club has been created, to function as a complete and entirely different organization, under the name
of the Boston College Rifle Club. And
in compliance with the requisites set
down by N. R. A. executives, a new
code of by-laws was adopted at the
last meeting of the club, and a separate group of officers elected. Joseph F. Birmingham, President of the
Military Club, becomes President of
the Riflle Club. James H. Alphen,
also of the Military Club, becomes
Vice President. John F. Mungovan,
in charge of rifle affairs, was elected
Executive Officer of the organization.
James R. Dunphy is the newly elected-

Treasurer.
There is much enthusiasm manifested among the members already, as
the number of candidates reporting
for Friday evening practice at the
East Armory would indicate. Among
the premier shots already on the team
are, "Dick" Ryan, "Joe" Paul and
"Jim" Dunphy, all of whom are doing
creditable work.
Fencing activities also are gaining
some impetus among the students.
Under the direction of "Bill" Ward of
Junior, there are some nine or ten

experienced swordsmen training weekly at the Holy Trinity Gymnasium in

Boston.

CAMBRIDGE B. C. CLUB

TO HOLD BANQUET

On Monday evening, Jan. 28, the
Boston College Club of Cambridge
will hold its annual banquet at the
Hotel Commander, Harvard square,
Cambridge. The committee in charge
of arrangements promises an even
more enjoyable evening this year than
last year. A varied program of entertainment and speech-making has
been arranged. Among the principal
speakers of the evening will be Fr.
Jones I. J. Corrigan, S. J., and Head
Coach "Joe" McKenney.
It is the aim of the Boston College
Club of Cambridge to further the interests of Boston College and Boston
College graduates and students in and
around Cambridge. As a means to
this end, the club conducts two social
events each year, the Banquet and the
Ball. The Banquet will be held on
Jan. 28 this year, and the Ball towards
the end of April. The committee is
desirous of securing new members,
especially among the Freshmen. Accordingly, a special rate of $1.50 a
plate has been extended to the students, provided they secure their tickets before the evening of Jan. 28.
Tickets may be obtained from Dave
Hockman of Junior B.

Despite the inclemency of the
weather on Thursday last, a fair number of freshmen and sophomores attended the second meeting held this
year of the junior sodality, in the Library building.
Urges Better Attendance
Father Quinn states that he is at
a loss to explain just why there is
such a seeming apathy of the lower
classes in regard to the most important of activities here at the Heights.
Father Quinn recommends that the
presidents of the Freshman and Sophomore classes confer with him in regard to attaining a larger attendance
at the sodality meetings. The officers
of the respective classes should set
the example in this regard, concluded

the Moderator.
Honor First
During this month, when examinations are the most important matter
on the calendar, there is a great temptation to forsake, thoughtlessly so,
our honor for momentary gain. Let
us fail rather than be deficient in
honesty, was Father Quinn's sage advice.

Unified Action Advised
The HEIGHTS from time to time,
through the medium of its editorial
column, has exhorted its readers to
a fuller realization of the fact that
we need God to attain true success.
Let the officers of the lower classes
pay especial attention to this matter
and offer some positive proof of their
executive ability by arousing their
constituents from their lethargy to
concerted action.

MUSICAL CLUBS REHEARSE
FOR FIRST CONCERT

lege, Fenway.

"The march on the Capitol the past
week by a thousand women peace
propagandists was the culmination of
the peace hysteria which is blinding
a large section of the American people

Directors Well Known
The production is in charge of two
well known show directors, Don and
George Keegan, while "Jack" Kelly
of Senior will take care of the musical end of the production. Rehearsals
are being held on an average of three
times a week and the show now looms
as one of the most riotous theatricals
ever staged by Boston College students. It is unsurpassed for pure
fun.
February 1 Junior Night
The musicale will be shown on two
nights, Thursday, January 31, and
Friday, February 1, at Jordan Hall.
The second night's performance will
be completely taken over by the
Junior Class and it is up to the students to back it as a Junior under-

With a concert awaiting the combined musical clubs the first of next
month, rehearsals are being held
twice a week in a real serious manner.
At the last rehearsal of the Glee Club
there was a noticeable falling off in
the attendance. To these delinquents
Mr. Douglas, S.J., and the officers of
the club issue the following warning,
"A repetition of a similar absence, taking.
Two tickets for the show will be
without a real good excuse, will mean
a forced withdrawal from the clubs." included in the purchase of a Junior
The actual work of the Glee Club Week ticket. Separate tickets may
be obtained from Frank Avery, chairhas been coming along very well. Already one complete program is ready man of the Junior Show Committee,
for presentation, and another set of at a price of f 1.25 per ticket. Frank
numbers is being rehearsed. This may be found by inquiring for him
at Junior B.
year the musical clubs have been practicing and perfecting the finest program that it has had in years. There
is a combination of classical music
with those that have a more popular
appeal.
The octet has been rehearsing two
and three noons every week, with
Jack Kelly directing. This part of the
organization has also a very fine seNEGATIVE WINS
lection. A i*adio concert is being arranged by them, which is to be given
In a debate held in French last
in about two weeks.
week, Mr. Al Taylor, '29, was chosen
Already Jack Ryder, Jr., graduate
over Mr. John Donlan, '30.
business manager, has made terms winner
The subject for discussion was, "Reconcerts,
for five
besides other tenthat the classical studies should
tative concerts. Concerts are being solved
be
abolished
from the Bachelor of
arranged in Somerville, Quincy and
Winthrop for the first part of next Arts course." The former upheld the
negative, while the latter supported
month.
the affirmative.
Donlan Opens Debate
Mr. Donlan, opening the dispute,
argued that the classical subjects are
not properly studied, and therefore
benefit the student but very littlt

DEPLORE CLASSICS
IN FRENCH DEBATE

Chief Obstacle to World Peace Is
Insincerity, Says Fr. Corrigan
That "the country has been fed up
on pacificism long enough," and that
"we need a change of diet in the form
of a little patriotism," was the comment made by the Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S. J., of Boston College, yesterday, speaking on "The Kellogg
Peace Pact," in the second of a series
of addresses before the League of
Catholic Women, at Emmanuel Col-

The Junior Show of this year bids
fair to outdo any ever presented by
any Junior Class as part of its Junior
Week celebration. This may be saying
a great deal, but
when you consider
that our Eastern Championship football team is the nucleus about which
this show is arranged, you will no
doubt agree with us. For if these
men can put on a show even half as
well as they play football, it is bound
to be an unqualified success.
Stars Have Leading Parts
The major parts in the production,
which is entitled "Breaking Through,"
will be taken by "Al" Weston, Warren McGuirk, "Bernie" Kilroy and
"Paddy" Creedon.
The nature of
their parts is somewhat unknown,
but it is assured that they will cause
the audience to be convulsed with
laughter at their antics. "Joe" Mirley will appear in the role of a radio
announcer, while "Zeus" will assume
the role of "Miss Hyde Park." The
College Quartet will also have a
prominent part in the performance,
while Coaches Ormsby and McManmon will appear in a special skit all
their own. In the minstrel part of
the show "Joe" Freno will act as
interlocutor, and "Johnnie" Dixon
and "Al" Morelli will be the end men.
Pictures of the Holy Cross game form
an integral part of the plot.

to vital interests of the nation," Father Corrigan said. Government by
women paraders is a poor substitute
for government by the duly elected
representatives of the people.
"If the hysterical women marchers
led by the redoubtable Mrs. Catt had

their way, America's freedom of action would be shackled, while England's, already excepted from the
treaty by her explicit and official interpretation, is in no wise impaired.
British diplomacy is not infected by
the hysteria for peace. It is always
shrewd and calm. Lord Cuskendun
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)

Taylor Replies

Mr. Taylor brought forward the
same old standby that these subjects
are absolutely necessary in order to
give a man a well-rounded development. He then proved in a capable
manner that, although these studies
might not be immediately valuable,
they would nevertheless increase in
value very rapidly a few years after
graduation.
Finally, the moderator made a few
brief remarks in which he compli-

mented both debaters for their efforts,
and he said it was his hope that the
members would live up to the new
rules and try to make the year 1929
one of great advancement for the
French Academy.
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"FROM RENAN TO LUDWIG"
the Sign, a national Catholic magazine, for January is an admirable article, "From Renan to Ludwig." Its author, prefacing her case with the statement, "the modern biographer feels it
less necessary to indicate his sources than did the old romancer,
Ludshows in what a fanciful way both Renan's Vie de Jesus and book,
wig's Son of Man are written. The fact that the former's
though condemned by the critics, is eagerly devoured by the populace to such an extent that some seventy-two editions were pubwe
lished in 1926 is significant. But how much more so, when
the
book
proclaimed
that the preface to the English edition

IN

realize

supposedly historical, as a romance and of unhistorical character!
Somebody's gullible.
apIn both England and America, when Renan s work first
by
both
France,
peared, it was met with as much horror as in
Indeed,
Catholics and non-Catholics. Not so now, by a longofshot!
newspapers
in
a
chain
appearing
was
Ludwig's
effort
when
many "ministers" of religion wrote letters of felicitation. And
both Renan and Ludwig "profess to avoid theology?which means
in each case that they confine themselves to viewing Christ as a
man?and thus viewing Him they fail to make of him even a noble
in
human character, for they suppose Him to at least participate
miracles!
imaginary
of
responsibility
a fraud by accepting the
Ludwig has a beautiful way of writing. It is regrettable that
his matter in that beautiful style is not good and true. Critics do
not take Renan seriously. But Ludwig has taken him all too seriously, and adopting his method of "atmospheric" writing has made
Renan a basis for a book on the Son of God, whose content is, and
by
will be more so, read about the world. And taken seriously
gospel.
His
many who call themselves ministers of
And so, even "if footnotes worry the eye and interrupt the run
of the narrative," we beg for a worthy substitute. Like the author
of the quoted article, we believe that the footnotes, whom so many
seem to smile upon contemptuously, served a very useful purpose.
The authority for statements is a universal necessity these

"A politician is
say nothing in a

The Anzacs, who vanquished the Fultonians in forensic encounter
two years ago, will be heard in the College Auditorium on Sunday
evening, February third.
Boston College will present the sterling trio which vanquished
Oxford against the formidable invaders, and in view of the attractiveness of the question and the strength of the teams, no less than
a capacity audience will be acceptable.
The question will be, Resolved: That the Parliamentary form
of government is superior to the Presidential form. Boston College will take the negative side.
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E. L. Grimes Printing Co.

Nor needed fear the one-way critic
Who in a manner analytic
Killed the dream of a budding poet.
For poets (though you may not know
it)

iVra/w

Do die hard.
MORAL:

of THE HEIGHTS and other

well-known publications
Liberty 3356
Sendfor Estimate

We warn the carping privateer

To take his frown away from here!
Smile kindly on the ink that runs?
And rhymes and jokes and sometimes

368 Congress St.

puns?

Boston, Mass.

(Continued on page 4 col. 4)
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Fulton authorities have at last announced the date of the
THE
International Debate with Sydney University of Australia.
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With disregard!
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

J

336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

I
There was a time in Boston College,
When one could show his metered
knowledge
Or scratch a sheet of rambling verse
With regard to rhetoric, rules or

advent of a mechanical candy vender into the gloomy caverns of the locker room gives us pause for thought. It would
seem to point toward the day when work now done by human hands
will be completed easily and precisely done by complicated and
massive machines. A cheering thought remains, however, for at
present, despite the marvels and near marvels being brought about
by science, it does not appear as though anyone will so gather together springs and cog-wheels as to form a thinking machine, or
even a mad Frenkenstein monster. Intellectual advancement remains worthwhile, for, although machines can do some things better than they can be done by human hands, there must be a brain
to direct the machine.

time one of the principal charges hurled at the much
charged college man was that he did not read enough. At present the charge is not that he reads too little, but that he reads too
much?of the wrong things. Not, of course, that he does not also
read the right things, but that he is apt to follow Dickens' "David
Copperfield" with a story from the Saturday Evening Post, or
"Death Comes for the Archbishop" with a continued story from
a daily paper. Again, he may mingle a critical essay by Macauley
with the criticism of the current photoplay at the "Grand" Theater, or his reading of Shakespeare's play with the novelized version
of the latest film thriller.
As an antidote for this condition, we would recommend frequent visits to the Library, not only to the College Library, which
has become a veritable treasure-trove of both well-known and little-known volumes, but also to the Public Library, which has even
more to offer. There are found the fiery stories of the ages, rich
in romance and tragedy, beside which the hasty stories of the magazines pale into insipidity and the weak theses of journalists are
dwarfed by the works of the masters.

/

LIMITED

the barbed shafts of criticism. Most
of the remarks have been verbal, but
to date one threatening letter and the
poem which will be printed below unless the printer loses it, have been
received:
(THOUGHTS) ON READING THE
STYLUS CRITICISM

ROBOTS

SCRAMBLED READING

Young Men's Department, 2nd Floor

a person who can
great many words."

The "criticism" of the Stylus, which
appeared in the pages of the revered
weekly a short time ago, has in its
turn suffered, and not undeservedly,

days.

FOR

Sizes 35 to 40

The Parrakeet says:
C.randfield, '30.
Q. Adams, '29
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Regardless of Former Prices

By JACK SPENCER
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An

Price

$-159

unusually low
on a high grade

11
Brown or black.
Just
the thing for school
work. Size 11x16 in.
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SMOKING STANDS

$655
A handy cabinet smoker. Sturdy, neatly
cut handle and legs. Decorative pattern
of colored flowers on door. A low price
on such a high quality stand.
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TYPEWRITERS

$3752

Porto Rite portable typewriters are known
for their reliability and ease of operation,
Ideal for typing
Sturdily constructed.
themes, and other assignments.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
BANJO UKES

$12§5

BANJOS

$1425

A real beauty. New type 10-inch extension resonator. Genuine walnut veneered
shell with head overlaid with pearl amerith. Full, snappy tone.

neered with birdseye maple. Convex extension resonator. Twenty nickel-plated
brackets. A real value.

GUITARS

UKULELES

$4«2
Made of seasoned birchwood finished in
brown mahogany. Ebonized fingerboard.
Complete with bag and three picks. A high
quality guitar.

Heavy 11-inch built-up maple shell, ve-

$24§
Lots of entertainment may be had with
one of these fine ukuleles of selected birch
in walnut finish. Handsome sketch on
each.
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B.U. terriers
defeat eagles

Silverberg's hand, in the open corner

Then Nelson went to the B. C. end
Currier, offered a pass that
skirted the defence and then watched
Currier miss a peach of a chance.
Johnny Groden was denied again
with a severe shot from the right lane.
At the other end, Whitmore snatched
a face off and bumped a rifle shot off
Twice later Currier had hard drives
Fitzgerald, who went down to save. stopped by Fitzgerald.
The puck rebounded clear and WhitThe penalty box got overcrowded
more was across to take another slap toward the end and only two Eagles
at it to an open cage, but he missed. remained on the ice to play against
When B. C. was shorthanded Elliot three B. U. players. There wasn't a
passed out to Baron, who was robbed dull moment in the whole clash, and
of a fine chance when his shot got when they play again the rink should
under Fitzgerald and exploded against be packed.
a goal post. Payson had a fine range
on the B. U. net, but Silverberg arose
with

Larry Gibson Scores Lone

Eagle'sy

Tally for B. C. in
Hard Game

Versatility in athletics is a gift of the gods that any man in college could
do well with. The most striking example of this, up around this neck of the
woods "is" Al Weston of this, our own, institution. "All" is one of the best in
this land in both football and baseball. In the college world of America there
are very few like "Westie"; his dual ability in sport has been recognized by
all the prominent sport writers of the nation during the past season and
especially out at San Francisco, where he astounded them all by his marvelous
defensive playing. With all due respect to Weston's record, there is a young
man going to Georgetown that practically equals Al's. Last June down in
Rye, N. Y., at the country club, bearing the same name, this gentleman
literally walked away with the Intercollegiate Golf Championship of the
United States, quite a title for any aspiring young man. And this year on
the basketball courts Maurice MacCarty, for that's the lad's cognomen, has
been astounding the spectators with his eagle eye for the hoop. MacCarty
is leading scorer for Georgetown's quintet and the best running guard on the
Eastern college courts. There we have two vivid examples of versatility, a
gift extraordinary.
*

*

*

*

Talking about basketball, it's a shame that B. C.is no more represented

in this field of sport. It's a well known fact that we have the nucleus
of a
Although there is one of our former rivals on the gridiron that
would give us quite a battle on the courts. Fordham, down in Gotham, has
without much question the finest aggregation of hoopsters in the East. No
matter what the fate of their football team may be, the "Ramites" are always
well represented in basketball. Last year their club went through the
schedule with but one defeat to mar their record and that was to the University of Pittsburg, that went through their season without one loss, which
is quite a record for any basketball team. This year with about ten games
already played, Fordham is still in the undefeated column. All in
all it is
just as well that Boston has not a basketball team.
great team.

*

*

*

*

The relation of professional sports to the colleges of the country is a
strange one. Some of the sports derive all their participants from the colleges, while to see a college graduate in others calls for a great word carnival
on the part of the feature sport writers of the metropolitan press.
No one
is at all surprised to see a college athlete after graduation take up professional football, in fact the college men are the very life blood of that professional sport. Baseball does not on the other hand fit the college men as well.
Of course we see and read of many highly reputed collegians signing up with
the big leaguers, but we don't so often read of their staying in the Big
Leagues. There are only two colleges that have really contributed to
the
leagues in a material manner. They are Holy Cross and the University of
Alabama. The Cross has to its credit Dugan, Carroll and others, while the
southern college has the many Sewells, Jamieson et al. Professional boxing
is almost entirely void of college atmosphere and this fact the promoters
have bemoaned for many a day. Imagine the crowds that would enter any
arena to see last year's Ail-American halfback of "Whatsis" College fight
the Ail-American of the previous season. There is no questioning the fact
that college atmosphere lends to any sport the one necessary thing needed
to draw the multitudes, and that one thing is color. This has been brought
more strongly to the fore by the recent victory of a Dartmouth graduate on
the wrestling mat over the former title holder, who had no diploma to boast
of. And the very latest adjunct to the whole business is
that a Holy Crossman,
"Bibber" McCoy, is being brought along gradually, in order to match him
with the present holder formerly of Hanover. If this keeps up a diploma
will be a necessary requisite for everyone and anyone entering the professional sport world. Another victory for the benefits of a college education!
*

*

*

*

We noted in a recent United Press dispatch that Andy Kerr, coach of
Washington & Jefferson and also coach of the Eastern team that yearly
journeys in the name of charity to San Francisco, is
about to resign from
the latter position of coaching the Easterners. He gives as his reason that
this yearly trip interferes with his duties as basketball coach of W. &J. It's
a shame that the Easterners are to lose so valuable a coach, but Mr. Kerr
must attend to home business before all else, and he showed his true sportsmanship by waiting until his aggregation triumphed before resigning.

FROSH PUCKSTERS
AGAIN VICTORIOUS
Captain

Gallagher Leads
Team Which Displays

Brilliance
In the past week the Freshman
hockey team has added two wins to
its already impressive victory column
by taking into camp two of the best
sextets in the district. The first team
to taste defeat at the hands of the
Frosh was New Prep School of Cambridge which is composed of many
former high and prep school players
and therefore was considered to be
the favorite. Our boys played a fine
game throughout and won by the
score of 2?l. After this the next

Croston & Orr

loose puck. Fitzgerald won by an eyelash on a very close call.
With Groden and Sanford in the
jail, B. U. drove in heavily around the
B. C. net. Whitmore passed out from
a scrimmage and Lombard cracked
one which Fitzgerald stopped. But
the puck dropped at his feet and on
the second wallop Lombard scored.

of the net.

The first of the hockey series with
B. U. resulted in a 4-1 score, with
B. C. on the tail end. The "Terriers"
deserved the victory, but B. C. also
played a hard game and deserves

credit.

Penalties A-plenty
Just 20 penalties were handed out
to keep the players in check, and at
times they were so aggressive that
they were on the point of whacking
each other. Shea of the Eagles and
Hugo Nelson of B. U. got into one of
these jams. They went down on the
ice in a clinch but came up smiling,
and showing very fine sportsmanship.
However, Shea got four minutes for
his end of it and Nelson collected a
two-minute fine.
Boston University had the better of
the bargain except in the first period,
and their spares were cleverer and
more useful.
B. C. took the most
shots at the net, but they were registered too far out to be counted as
dangerous ones.
The Eagles had a slight edge on the
play in the first period, even though
they were scored upon. B. C. was
covering closely, and only when the
team was shorthanded by two penalty
players in the coop did Leon Fitzgerald in the Eagle cage have any great
difficulty.
Makes Close Saves
Sanford looked good at centre for
B. C. and early in the period he fed
a neat pass to Groden, the right
winger who forced Silverberg to a
brilliant save. Later, Morrissey flung
one from the Blue line that scorched

MORRISSEY CHOSEN
LEADER OF HOCKEY

to the occasion and saved.

Makes Solo Goal
The only goal of the period came
when Lombard collected at centre, was
down the left lane like a streak, circled Sliney and banged a swell shot
to the further corner past Fitzgerald.
It was a pretty solo dash and executed in a finished and pro-like manner.
Starting the second period, Sanford
passed left to Gibson who shot to Silverberg's feet, and the little lad hustled to beat Sanford on the rebound.
Berholtz had an open shot at the
Eagle net on a passover, but hurried
and missed. Sanford bumped a hard
one off Silverberg, and Morrissey
barely failed on the rebound.
Lombard and Whitmore teamed on
a dangerous looking play that was
denied by Fitzgerald. Morrissey
picked up and went the length to force
Silverberg from the points. Larry
Gibson trailed for the rebound, and
before the B. U. defence could clear,
Larry smacked it home to tie the
score.
B. U. then started pressing and as
lively as the game had been, it was
now more so. Sliney got chased out
and with Hugo Nelson leading the attack, B. U. made it decidedly uncomfortable for the Eagles. Fitzgerald
came through with some fine saves to
keep the count tied.
After Sanford had cleverly ragged
to the points and had a more direct
shot spoiled by holding, which/ earned
a penalty, Whitmore jumped clear,
met the defence, poked the puck
through them, caught up to it again
and sailed in for a close-up shot that
put B. U. into the lead.
Terriers Go Ahead
of the B. U.
aggressiveness
The

condition of
the ice, while the reserves who spelled
the regulars bothered the prepsters

passing in spite of the

very much.

Against Newton the cubs kept up
the fine work and some of the seconds
did unusually well with Cutler,
O'Leary and Gleason making sallies
up the ice. The starting defense of
Downes and Gallagher checked the
opposing forwards and slowed them
up very early in the encounter.
Manager Tim Nyhan has arranged
a good schedule for the team, but has
been up against the difficulty that
most high school and prep schools do
not wish to play our Freshmen or in
fact any fast Frosh team of the
chance of spoiling their season's record. This is the natural result of the
teams of the past few years being
so good. However, an attractive
schedule has been mapped out and
some more opponents will be faced
soon.

Eagle Defenseman Replaces

"Nick" Tedesco as
Captain
MORRISSEY ELECTED TO
TEDESCO

Big Veteran Leads Eagle Sextet
Art Morrissey, rugged defenseman,
was unanimously chosen to lead the
Boston College hockey team for the
remainder of the season. The choice
of Morrissey is an excellent one, as
he is expected to prove an ideal leader.
Morrissey possesses a great fighting
heart, is tall and heavy, and packs one
of the hardest shots in college hockey.
He has been a letter man on the squad
for the past three years, subbing his
first season out, and teaming up with
Joe Fitzgerald on the points for the
past two years. At the present time
he is one of the outstanding players
in the east, and before the schedule
has been completed he will probably
find a niche in our own Hall of Fame
by the side of his former partner.
Morrissey fills the shoe of "Nick"
Tedesco, star right wing, who has
been placed under the doctor's care
for the remainder of the year. "Nick"
was forced to give up hockey because
of a distended valve of the heart. His
loss came as a severe blow to Coach
Foley's championship hopes, as he was
a valuable cog in the Eagle machine.
While Morrissey has been acting-captain since the first game, he lead the

team was standing out prominently

and the play was being kept mostly in
B. C. territory. With only a few minutes left of the furious session, Whitmore went down, was bumped out of
a shot, but passed out from the
boards, and Berholtz smashed it back
for a two-goal lead.
Another fine B. U. opportunity blew
in the last period when Whitmore
jabbed through the B. C. points and
Lombard and Fitzgerald raced for the

team officially for the first time in the
recent Dartmouth game at Hanover,
where Art signalized his election by
playing one of the best games of his
career. And by the way, he is not the
first of his family to be honored with
the captaincy of a Boston College
hockey club. His brother Frank headed the fine club of 1920, and three
other brothers have won the colors of

B. C.

on

the ice.

game was played

against Newton
High, which is always around the top
in the Suburban League, whom the
Yearlings took into camp by the
same score as their previous tilt.
In the first win the outstanding
players were Capt. Gallagher, who
was recuperating from an injury re-

ceived in a game with Melrose, but
who nevertheless was the best man
on either club, and Moore, the goaltender, who made some wonderful
saves. Our forward line of Mannix,
Lane and McLain showed some good
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MID-YEAR EXAMINATIONS
SENIOR
Jan. 24. Electives
Journalism, Junior B.
Chemistry, Lecture rm.
Pedagogy, Physics rm.
Law, Senior rm.
English, History rm.
Jan. 25. Evidences, Senior rm.
Jan. 28. Ethics, Senior rm.
Jan. 29. Electives
Economics, Junior B.
Accountancy, Fulton rm.
Sociology, Senior rm.
Biology, Lecture rm.
French, Junior D. rm.
Spanish Junior D. rm.

Latin, Ph.B. rm.
Jan. 30. Psychology, Senior rm.

SOPH. A.B.
Jan. 24. Evidences
Jan 25. Chemistry
Tan

28

Greek

?

JUNIOR
Jan. 24. Electives
English, History rm.
Greek A, Physics rm.
Calculus, Library

Greek B, Junior A. rm.
*«"\u25a0 25 Ev,dences
Jan. 28. Physics, Lecture rm.
Jan 29. Electives
Chemistry, Lecture rm.
Economics, Junior B.
French, Junior D. rm.
Spanish, Junior D. rm.
Accountancy, Fulton
ph Rrm
L
Jan. 30. Biology, Lecture rm.
-

.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

24.
25.
28.
29.
30.

SOPH. Ph.B.
Evidences

English, Chemistry rm.
Physics, Lecture rm.
Chemistry, Lecture rm.
French, Junior D. rm.
Spanish, Fulton rm.

Jan! 30!

Jan. 31.

English

Jan. 30.

Jan. 24.
Jan. 25.

FRESH. A.B.
Evidences
Greek

FRESH. Ph.B.
Jan. 24. Evidences
Jan. 25. Chemistry

Jan
Jan! 30!
lan

98

29

Jan. 31.

Language

Historv

Latin
Mathematics

Jan. 28.
Jan. 29.
Jan. 30.

English

English, Junior A. rm.
Mathematics,
3 "? r B rm
-

will be held in the regular
All examinations, unless otherwise stated,
preside
will
over all examinations
teachers
Regular
class
classrooms
will be presided
Course,
examinations
In
the
Ph.B.
to their own rooms.
and Junior
over by teachers of respective branches; also in Senior
Electives.

FR. CORRIGAN

QUESTIONS

THE KELLOGG PEACE PACT
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

must have smiled with grim satisfacMrs.
tion when he read the reports of
marching
Catt's hysterical women
upon the Capitol.
"The Kellogg Peace Pact needs interpretation badly. It took Senator
Borah three hours on the floor of the
United States Senate to explain what
it might mean. What it does mean in
law Secretary Kellogg
say. A treaty that is
cannot
himself
not explicit is futile. A treaty that
means different things to the several
signatories is a contradiction. A
treaty that leaves America open to

international

the charge of bad faith is a menace.
"The cause of peace will be advanced, not by fine phrases, but by
the will to peace. However much the
people of Europe yearn for peace, the
governments of Europe haven't yet
the will to peace. They are still in
the stage of fine phrases.
"The chief obstacle to universal
peace right now is international insincerity. America is sincere, but is
England? Is France? Is Italy? Is
Japan? The Anglo-French accord
made no notable contribution to international sincerity. Italy is afflicted
with illusions de grandeur. Great
Britain and Japan flouted all trust in
their national plighted word in the
navy destruction pact. We destroyed
glorious defensive battleships, $500,000,000 worth of them, while Great
Britain tore up mere plans of battleships. Credulity verging on imbecility marked our diplomacy in the battleship pact. Without explicit interpretations of the Kellogg pact, our
credulity will have progressed beyond
imbecility.
"Our interpretations to the pact are
now adequate and lucidly clear. In
the present condition of international
relations, nothing should be left to
guess work, nor yet to chance. Our
good name for fair dealing would not
be enhanced by a treaty that professes to renounce war absolutely, but
doesn't quite mean what it says.
Doubtless, diplomacy is a fine art,
but trick diplomacy is a poor prop for

"AL" ADDRESSES
RADIO AUDIENCE
Lively Speech Proves Most

Interesting and
Entertaining
On Thursday evening at about 7.15,
one of Boston College's greatest
athletes, Al Weston, spoke over the
radio from WEEI through the courtesy of a sporting goods organization.
Weston exhibited the proper amount
of diffidence mixed with quiet confidence. It speaks well for "Al" and
for Boston College that he is one of
the first of famous athletes to be
invited to speak during this series of
sport hours. His speech follows:
Hello folks:?
This is a new experience for me?
talking to a fellow named "mike" and
having him tell a lot of other people
all about it. However, if "mike"
could do it alone I would be much
more composed than I am now. Well,
to go right into my song and dance,
I figure you would like me to tell you
about my trip to California as a member of the All-Eastern football team.
When I was chosen for this signal
honor, the thought foremost in my
mind was ?here's my opportunity to
show the west coast folks that Boston College had a real football team
this fall, despite the fact that some
didn't think it gained the national
recognition that it should.
If I had any illusions concerning
my ability to be placed on the first
eleven they were quickly dispelled
when I reached Chicago. Much to
my surprise when I arrived at Chicago, I met Andy Kerr, sponsor, with
Dick Hanley, for the All-Eastern
eleven, he asked me what my specialty was. I told him that I was
?

it a masterpiece. No wonder Californians rave about their scenery and
climate. I like it myself.
But if the scenery is great in Oakland and Frisco, it's wonderful at
Hollywood. We found that out, too,
after we saw Greta Garbo, Clara
Bow, Vilma Banky?well, that's about
enough scenery for one trip. In conclusion I would like to say just a few
words in extenuation of Roy Reigels'
wrong-way run.

ON THIS AND THAT
(Continued from page 2, col. 3)

INTERESTING MEETING
AT SPANISH CLUB
Translations of various articles in
"El Eco," the Spanish Club's official
periodical, marked last Friday's meeting. The singularity of the subjects
created much interest.
A play with the title "Suefio,"

though meaning "A Dream," aroused
all the academicians from their lethargy, so lively was the translation.
This was followed by a discourse on

traditional festivals, particularly St.

From students' pens; or another day
In slow and silent, subtle way
That ink will freeze and cease to flow,
Fearing the harsh, bold critic's blow;
And dead will be the Stylus then,
And we shall chant a sad Amen!
E. U. LEE.

Anthony's day, which, in endeavoring
to keep up with modern standards,
has lost its ancient charm. This feast
takes place on the seventeenth of
January. Horses iri rich trappings
supplant automotive transportation
temporarily. Banqueting is also a

feature.
Americana:
Press dispatch from

the rising
town of Lee presents striking medical
discovery:
Dr. George S.

Mr. Conlin, the moderator of the
club, announced after the meeting
that he has the intention of assigning
parts for several plays. He believes
that there will be increasing interest
in such activities, judging by the success of the last endeavor, "El Joven
Medico Unfortunado.'"
The club desires further good attendance, especially by former students of Spanish, who desire to maintain a knowledge of the language.

Bigelow, commissioner of health, in addressing the
Rotary Club last evening, discussed
our hotel. Two players were assigned
influenza informally with several
to each car, their names and what members after the meeting.
college they represented were on
"Just what is influenza?" the docprinted signs on the side of each car. tor asked and then added, "I'll tell
If our reception in Oakland was you. If the hired girl comes home
the real thing, it was nothing to what and is ill she has a cold. If the misthe San Franciscans did for us. Detress of the house is ill, she has the the Dr. Godsall who played such a
spite the proximity of these cities, grippe. But if the lord and master prominent part in the defeat of the
there is a deadly rivalry between the of the household is ill, why that's inFulton by the Sydney debaters two
two and neither will allow the other fluenza."
years ago, M. S. Sheldon and Norman
to outdo it. Consequently our enC. L. Nelson.
trance to Frisco was featured by two
The question is: Resolved, That the
brass bands and one car for each
The Fulton Debating Society has parliamentary form of government is
player.
That's the way they do finally decided upon Sunday evening, superior to the presidential form of
things in California.
February 3, as the time of their secgovernment.
The Fulton will take
Our stay in Frisco was one round
ond international debate of the year. the negative side of the question.
of events. Those who were in charge The debate with Sydney University
From an harangue delivered before
of the game left nothing undone to will be held in the college auditorium. the staid members of the Fulton Demake our trip a most pleasurable one. The Fulton will be represented by bating Society by the Hon. Frank
And they certainly did it up brown. Messrs. Hogan, Leen and O'Keefe, the Harkins:
We practiced every morning and same trio which defeated the Oxford
"Japan and Mexico are merely
afternoon and had the evening in team.
awaiting an opportunity to hit at the
which to see the town under the perSydney presents a strong team United States, and when they get it
composed of A. G. Godsall, brother of they will do so."
sonal escort of the Shriners.
One of the first stunts they provided for us was a view of the Golden
Gate from the University of California stadium. This university is
situated upon a high cliff overlooking
San Francisco harbor. The stadium
is in sort of a natural amphitheatre,
while the hillside runs up sheer from
it. Fifty-thousand crowds are nothing unusual for the football games
there and the management sells space
on the hillside at a dollar per space
for those who cannot pay the regulation price. Consequently, when a big
game is on, nearer 70,000 persons
watch it.
But I'll never forget that sight
Of interest to every college
from the stadium. Looking down onto
man who ever borrowed, hired
the harbor we could see ocean liners
clearing port for Honolulu, Japan
or desired a good TUXEDOand the Canadian northwest, while
ferry boats and tug boats chugged
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
across the harbor to and from Oakland. The sun was just setting and
only a poet could describe the blues,
golds and reds that blended to make
$50 Filene Special
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considered pretty fair carrying the
ball, but not so hot running interference.
That's where I made my first mistake, as I quickly discovered. He
said that he had a lot of excellent
running backs, but he wanted a man
to run interference and block. That
one little statement relegated me to
the second team and it wasn't until
we reached San Francisco that I
proved to the coaches that I had the
necessary requisites to win a place
on the first team.
After we had practiced two days
at Northwestern University, just outside of Chicago, we entrained for San
Francisco. Our ride out to the coast
was uneventful, the few towns at
which the train stopped being unaware of our presence. However,
whenever we had a chance to get in
a few minutes signal drill we hopped
off the train, ran through our formations and hopped back again.
That's the way it went until we
hit Oakland, Calif. I'll never forget
the thrill when we landed at our
destination. There was a brass band
on hand to meet us, with a whole
fleet of open cars to convey us to

1929
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